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How much do mechanics make a month uk

Mechanics are people who have a good mechanical aptitude, can solve problems effectively and don’t mind getting their hands dirty. The jobs listed on this list of the top 10 highest paying careers for mechanics include opportunities to work on everything from big construction equipment to
motorcycles and motorboats. Featured Mechanic Programs [qs_listing areaofinterest=”MECHANIC-TRADES”] #1 Aircraft Mechanic Job Description Aircraft mechanics are charged with keeping aircraft of all sizes in good working order. They are required to complete inspections as directed
under Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) guidelines, as well as perform scheduled maintenance checks and repairs. Salary The median salary level for an aircraft mechanic is $53,420 per annum. Special Skills and Training The first step in becoming a certified mechanic is to attend
Aviation Maintenance Technician School. Candidates with 18-30 months of work experience must pass oral, written, and practical tests to obtain their certificate. #2 Industrial Machinery Mechanic Job Description When the machinery used in factories needs to be serviced, repaired or
replaced, the work is performed by industrial mechanics. They use technical manuals, computerized systems and their own observations to diagnose problems with the equipment. Salary An industrial mechanic earns a median salary of $45,420 a year. Special Skills and Training Machinery
mechanics may start off working as helpers and gaining skills on the job and by taking courses offered through the employer. Some people working in this career gain the skills they need through an apprenticeship program, while others have completed a two-year associate degree program
in industrial maintenance. #3 Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanic Job Description Mobile heavy equipment mechanics work on equipment used in the construction and railroad industries. They inspect, service and repair equipment used to perform functions such as digging earth, tilling land
and lifting beams. Salary The median rate of pay for this job is $44,830 annually. Special Skills and Training A high school student who is interested in becoming a mobile heavy equipment mechanic should take courses in math, chemistry and physics to prepare for this career. After high
school, the next step is to attend a community college or vocational school program in diesel technology. #4 Heating, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Mechanic Job Description Heating, air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics are also called HVAC technicians. The work may involve
inspecting, repairing or replacing elements in a system’s pump, motor, fan, thermostat or switches. Work may be performed inside or outside, in less-than-ideal temperatures, due to the heating or cooling system being shut off or not performing properly. Salary A person working as a heating,
air conditioning and refrigeration mechanic can expect to earn a median salary of $42,540 per year. Special Skills and Training Completing a training or apprenticeship program in heating, air conditioning and refrigeration offered by a community college, trade or vocational school, is a good
starting point for future HVAC technicians. Heating, air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics must be licensed and the requirements for obtaining one vary, depending on the jurisdiction. #5 Diesel Mechanic Job Description Diesel mechanics perform maintenance and repairs on heavy
transportation and construction equipment, such as cranes, road graders and bulldozers, as well as farm machinery. Salary These trained specialists earn approximately $40,850 per year (median salary figure). Special Skills and Training Most employers prefer to hire graduates of
community college or vocational school programs in diesel engine repair. Other qualifications for this type of work include being physically fit, excellent problem solving skills, a drivers license and a mechanical aptitude. #6 Electrical Mechanic Job Description Electrical mechanics focus on
testing, repairing and rebuilding motors, heaters, generators, electric wiring systems and controllers. They may work in institutional, commercial or industrial settings. Salary The average salary for an electrical mechanic is $40,000 per year. Special Skills and Training Training for a career as
an electrical mechanic can be obtained through a four-five year apprenticeship program or on-the-job instruction offered by an employer. #7 Radio Mechanic Job Description Radio mechanics install and service equipment for radio transmission and reception. Their job duties could involve
servicing radio tower or marine equipment. The mechanic examines the equipment to detect damaged components and repair or replace them. Salary The median salary level for a radio mechanic is $39,740 per annum. Special Skills and Training A person interested in becoming a radio
mechanic would complete an two or four-year undergraduate degree in electronics to qualify for this position or get training in the Military. #8 Automotive Mechanic Job Description Automotive, or “auto” mechanics inspect and repair vehicles which run on gas, electricity or ethanol. Part of the
work involves performing basic maintenance, including tire rotations and oil changes. These mechanics also diagnose more serious problems by running diagnostic tests, and reading and evaluating computerized printouts. Salary The median salary for this job is $35,790 per year. Special
Skills and Training Many employers who wish to hire auto mechanics look for graduates of an automotive service technology program at a vocational school or community college. #9 Motorboat Mechanics Job Description Motorboat mechanics work on engines, carburetors and other
mechanized parts of watercraft. They also perform inspections and repairs on propellers and propeller shafts. The mechanic may mount motors onto boats and operate them on the water to observe any operating issues. Salary This type of work pays a median salary of $35,600 per year.
Special Skills and Training Some employers will hire trainee mechanics who have a high school education, but the majority prefer to consider a job seeker who has completed a specialized program at a postsecondary institution. #10 Motorcycle Mechanic Job Description Motorcycle
mechanics work on choppers, dirt bikes, all-terrain vehicles and cruisers. They may also repair snowmobiles and jet skis. Some motorcycle mechanics specialize in restoring these personal modes of transportation. Salary The median rate of pay for motorcycle mechanics is $29,973 per
annum. Special Skills and Training Training programs for motorcycle mechanics are offered by an increasing number of vocational schools and community colleges. Featured Degree Programs If you’re thinking about enrolling in aircraft mechanic school, you probably have a lot of
questions. One of the main questions we are asked is about aircraft mechanic salary. Before you invest in your education, you want to make sure your career pays a good wage. Aviation Maintenance Technicians (AMT) and Aircraft & Powerplant (A&P) mechanics are in high demand and
earn a good living. Also, your aircraft mechanic training can be used in a variety of career fields. For instance, each day there are 1,000 to 2,000 job openings requiring these mechanical skills.Whether you’re working on Boeing landing gear for FedEx or the avionics of a privately owned
Gulfstream or applying for a mechanic job at UPS, rest assured there is a wide variety of job openings. Airplane mechanics are in high demand. From British Airways to Qantas to Virgin, the need for aircraft mechanics has never been higher. Aircraft mechanic training can also serve as the
basis for other careers, such as flight engineer.Check Aircraft Mechanic Training Eligibility!How much do A&P mechanics earn?The pay for AMTs / A&P mechanics, like pilot salaries, varies according to experience, ability, location, etc. Most importantly, the annual salary for aircraft
mechanics ranges from $35,000 to $110,000. Also, hourly rates range from $20 to $50 per hour. As a result, the average annual median salary for aircraft mechanics is $73,050.How much is starting pay for aircraft mechanics?Depending on location, there is a range in starting pay. States
like Texas and Florida tend to start higher, because they have a high demand. However, most aircraft mechanics and technicians start at around $20 to $25 per hour. Most salaries are paid weekly, although some companies pay monthly. Research this when you apply for a job.What is the
top pay for aircraft mechanics and technicians?Head mechanics and jet mechanics earn in excess of $100,000. Due to the high demand in the U.S. and around the world, these positions pay a premium. Above all, in just 18 months of classes, you will be ready to earn.Have wages
increased over the years for aircraft mechanics?Yes, as with other aviation-related careers, AMTs and A&P mechanics have seen a steady rise in salaries. In 2018, the Bureau of Labor reported a median annual wage for aircraft mechanics of $64,140. This jumped to $73,050 in 2019.What
kind of hours do aircraft mechanics work?Aircraft mechanics and technicians work 8 hour shifts. There are regular opportunities for overtime and additional weekend hours. With signing bonuses and overtime, mechanic salaries offer great potential.How much does a jet mechanic earn?
Aircraft mechanics who work on jets earn an average salary of $86,030. The range of pay starts at $74,960 and exceeds $100,000 depending on experience, licenses, airline, etc. All jet mechanics are first certified as AMTs or A&P mechanics.What kinds of employee benefits can I expect
as an aircraft mechanic?Aircraft mechanics are in high demand and can expect to earn good wages along with generous benefits. For instance, benefits include healthcare insurance, paid vacation, sick time, retirement, and other paid time off. Also, aircraft technicians frequently have the
opportunity to earn overtime pay if they choose. Depending on your employer, you may also be eligible for flight benefits.Do aircraft mechanics ever receive signing bonuses?Yes, the practice of offering signing bonuses to AMTs and A&P mechanics is becoming more commonplace among
airlines. Typical signing bonuses range from $5,000 to $15,000. Many airlines even offer to pay relocating expenses. CommutAir, for instance, pays $5,000 to $7,500 as a signing bonus.Interested in becoming an aircraft mechanic? Epic’s Aviation Maintenance Technician School launched
in 2020. This is a great career choice, and you can reserve your seat now!Want to watch our 3-minute video on aircraft mechanic salaries?What other questions should I be asking about becoming an aircraft mechanic?We have compiled the most frequently asked questions on this topic,
because you need to make an informed decision. Your future depends on your education and career choices. Also, we constantly update these questions to provide you with current information. Of course, the most important question of all is: How do I become an aircraft mechanic?Are
scholarships available for aircraft mechanics?Epic gives an annual scholarship to a graduating high school senior for our aircraft mechanics program. Furthermore, some foundations offer scholarships to support this training. Additionally, Women in Aviation International awards an annual
$20,000 Epic scholarship.Can I use my aircraft mechanic training in other career fields?Yes! Aircraft mechanics are frequently employed in related fields. For instance, theme park ride maintenance, aerospace industry, and space launches depend on A&Ps. Many mechanics who trained in
the Air Force find exciting jobs after exiting the military. The skills you learn in becoming an aircraft mechanic will transfer to high-paying entry level careers in many fields. A typical job description may include engine repair along with helicopter and plane equipment maintenance. Above all,
Epic Flight Academy maintains aircraft mechanic partnerships to provide multiple opportunities for our graduates. Certainly, these skills are highly sought after.Latest News & Trends in Aircraft Mechanic SalaryDallas News (Jan. 31, 2020) – American Airlines’ new contract proposal for
mechanics includes 4-18% pay raises. Additionally, it increases in profit-sharing, and increased retirement contributions.WWLTV (Jan. 19, 2020) – AAS announces 60 new aviation maintenance jobs at Shreveport airport. Furthermore, the average annual salary is reported at $49,600 plus
benefits.Eagle Country (Jan. 16, 2020) – FEAM Aero creates 100 high-paying aircraft maintenance jobs in northern Kentucky. Average salaries are $70,000.WMBB (Jan. 2020) – There is a critical shortage of airframe mechanics nationwide. As a result, there has been an increase in
salaries.Fox Business (Nov. 21, 2019) – The aircraft mechanic shortage means high-paying jobs are up for grabs.Atlanta Journal-Constitution (April 17, 2019) – Delta plans to hire 500 aircraft mechanics. Additionally, they report salaries up to $100,000 annually.How do I become an aircraft
mechanic?Contact us to get started! You can prequalify today!
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